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About This Game

Otter Bash!!! The Otters have escaped their habitat and are now wreaking havoc for world dominance. Battle your friends with
the cute and adorable little critters. Destroy your opponents with unique weapons; dousing each other with Tar Balloons, smack

them with the nifty Taco Boomerang, shove them into your "Portable Oven" and see them roast!!!

Features

Play with bots or with up to 4 friends in local versus multiplayer.

Choose one of 7 mischievous Otters and create otter chaos.

Equip up to 8 unique weapons, including Taco boomerangs, Otter roasting ovens and good ol’ fashioned shotguns.

Brawl in 7 different locations.

Controller and Keyboard support. Play with two people on a keyboard, 4 on controller or any mix of the two.

With continuous new content filled updates.
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***No Otters were hurt in this production***
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I literally clicked one thing and then the next. Within 30 minutes, I had everything and beat the game. Needs to be worked
before purchase. This is not a game to be taken seriously.
It is what it is. You don't Idle achievements . You have to play to get them and I like that.
I am a big sucker for any achievement game and buy everything I can .
some of them are very forgettable and I could not tell you anything about them.
This one requires a bit of play and I actually had fun and played instead of turning on an idle game and watching twitch on
another monitor. Unless you play on mega brutal it's pretty boring with the current meta, excluding shadow plague and necro
virus which are actually very fun and not as RNG dependent.. It's a pretty simple and easy mobile port which doesn't end up
being very fun. They attempted, here and there, to make it less apparent that it was made for phones first, but they don't do it
very well. It does have controller support, but they only ever display keyboard controls. The controller still works just fine
though.

Combat isn't really engaging and is tremendously inconsistent with regards to hit boxes, which lead to me getting hit a lot more
than I ever should have. The golfing element is slightly more fun, but still not really difficult after you get used to it and get a
few levels. The graphics are nice, if rather generic by and large, and the music\/SFX top out at around mediocre.

I got this for $1, got about an hour of gameplay before I got bored, and I honestly overpaid. Avoid it entirely. There are better
RPGs, better golf games, and better values on Steam.. I just love it!
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Had a blast playing football. The graphics are great while playing soccer but I feel like the entire city needs a overhaul. More
content is very badly needed. But I get the city flare in some parts of the city. In other parts I feel lost so maybe decreasing the
size of the world and marker points with info would be helpful. I can see alot of parts where time and dedication were put into
this early access title. Looking forward to the next update. This is a fun addition to the main game, but it does not add anything
to the actual game. This is a stand-alone Poker game.

The girls will not fully strip (even with uncensor patch) and have a low quality dance.

I rather play the poker game in the storyline (where you don't even Poker yourself) then play this add-on. Thumbs Down!. I've
long been a fan of putting an end to the mythos of Santa. At last, there's a game that aligns with my unpopular narrative. The
game is set in a dystopian future, that shines a light on what will likely happen if we continue down this dangerous path of
indulging in fake news like Santa. God bless you, Taco Truck Games, for being a beacon of hope in this dim world. Beacon sure
sounds a lot like bacon. Great, now I'm thinking about bacon. And tacos. But...not bacon tacos.

. I tried.. I mean i really did.. But what the hell is this lol. Way too random, way too much clicking, way too hard. Got this from
a bundle at like 3$ for 10 games. Don't spend 10$ on this.. Please don't.. I really loved the game back then on my good old Win
98... But now it usually crashes to desktop and this takes away all the joy out of the gameplay. Sorry but can not recommend it
right now (Refund in progress).. For everyone that needs to know hot to play the map Just select the map and Press "Play
without busses" Simple:) Then you can start playing It how it used to be And I think this happens because You have never
started up the map It should work.. If you think this game is too oldschool, you might as well complain that there's too much
violence in Halo, or that Minecraft is too blocky. If you mind oldschool, this game is not for you. The interface is primitive even
compared to the sequels. That is not the the problem.

What IS the problem, though, is that they spent the minimum possible effort getting it to run on modern computers. And that
was already little, considering DosBox is free software. The sound is poorly configured, and choppy. On Ubuntu, the whole
game doesn't even run thanks to a broken library that is included.

Do not buy this game or any other retro\/dosbox-based games from this publisher until they clean up their act.. classic shoot 'em
up!
I always love this kind of game
and to be honest I always suck at playing bullet-hell xD

this game is really challenging, I really enjoy watching an uploaded video contain a player beat all stages and bosses

for those guys who like bullet-hell, it is must a have!
. Overview:

LOGistICAL: USA - Florida is a casual management sim set specifically in the state of Florida, and when I say "casual," I mean
this game is casual to the third power. It's your usual sort of tycoon game in the freight subgenre that involves moving cargo
from Point A to Point B and making money, except unlike many other freight moving games, LOGistICAL games also involve
infrastructure rebuilding that unlocks more cities on the map.

Graphics and sound:

(Note: I was unable to provide my own screenshot for the game, because my screenshot key doesn't work in LOGistICAL.)

Given the casual nature of the games in this series, I probably shouldn't have expected to much, but perhaps I was disapointed
with the overall graphics of LOGistICAL because I saw better graphics from free to play games. Most game sounds are
absolutely nothing special, but I find the sound effect for moving cargo to be completely annoying. Back in the days of Railroad
Tycoon 2, that game would make a single ding sound for moving most types of cargo, but in LOGistICAL, moving cargo from
Point A to Point B is celebrated with the sound effect of a cheering crowd and repeated truck horn honkings that would likely
lead a blind person to believe you either completed the game, or earned a giant load of cash.

Positives:
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If "casual" is your thing, this game is as casual as games come! I'm already up on my Florida geography, so I know where most
cities and counties in Florida happen to be, but I can otherwise see the potential to learn geography by playing this game and
memorizing locations of cities and vague locations of counties.

Negatives:

Even casual games should feel rewarding, and even with over a thousand achievements to unlock, I felt no sense of reward
moving junk to and from cities, and I know that casual games can be rewarding experiences, because I've played some that are
free to play that felt rewarding.

Conclusion:

I love hardcore management sim games, but that doesn't mean I can't find a casual games fun, because there are a few that I
like. The biggest problem, is that Steam says I can only recommend or not recommend games, and naturally, I'm not going to
recommend something that I personally do not enjoy. But that's not to say LOGistICAL is a bad game.

Maybe I wouldn't be refunding LOGistICAL if I got it for half-off of it's $5.99 price, but the biggest problem with
LOGistICAL is competition. As far as other casual business games go, I got much more amusement from playing AdVenture
Capitalist, which is a free to play game. When it comes to managing a trucking company, I had much more fun playing Freight
Tycoon Inc., despite it's problems. (It sells on Steam for one dollar less than LOGistICAL, but I do not actually recommend
Freight Tycoon Inc. given how many of the missions near the end are literally impossible to complete.) My advice is save your
money, and use it to buy TransRoad: USA, which could potentially be a good game. And if you want a geography game
involving big rigs? There's Cross Country USA and Cross Country Canada which date back to the DOS era, but some modern
versions of both games can be purchased outside of Steam.
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